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Recruiters need to be able to compete in a changing world. The way 
candidates look for jobs, and what they look for in jobs is evolving all the 
time. For example, on Adzuna, 60% of jobseekers use a mobile device. If 
you’re not thinking about the mobile experience for candidates, you will be 
left behind.

On top of that, there are constant reports about how the newest generation 
of jobseekers, the milliennials, are looking for different things with jobs. This 
ranges from wanting more flexibility of hours and location, as well as jobs 
with more purpose, according to the BBC. These radical changes to your 
market mean that you have to use strategies that are familiar to marketers, 
who are constantly having to adapt to changes caused by the digital 
revolution. 

In the previous whitepaper we showed how to build and master an 
employer brand. This paper explains how to start getting value from that 
brand work - by getting your company and job ads seen by the right people. 

We will explore:

• The recruitment funnel

• What channels should you be using? 

• Is there a need for offline campaigns?

• Leaving Room to Experiment

Think like a marketer
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Sales and marketing practitioners are familiar with the idea of the sales 
“funnel” (also known by some as the “pipeline”). This is the journey by which 
customers move from being unaware of the company to ultimately 
becoming paying customers. This involves several distinct stages, as 
companies educate and inform potential customers before converting them 
into actual customers. 

There is no reason why recruiters shouldn’t think in these terms when it 
comes to candidates. There are several steps involved in recruitment: from 
a potential candidate discovering your company to ultimately being hired. 
Some of your hires will move through the stages very quickly, while others 
will take months and years. 

Thinking about these steps allows marketers to think about micro goals on 
the way to the ultimate goal - making a sale. For recruiters, a funnel could 
look something like this:
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The Recruitment Funnel

Candidates seeing your job ads

Applicants for jobs

Qualified applicants

Interviews

Offers made

Hires

By tracking each step of the funnel, you can identify any weaknesses in 
your processes. For example, if you have a high number of rejected offers, 
you would assume there was an issue with the offers you are making. 
That’s quite obvious, because there are small numbers involved. But do you 
know how many qualified candidates you have out of all the applicants? Is it 
higher this month than last? 

We will return to this idea of the funnel in subsequent whitepapers in this 
series, but now we will focus on what in marketing would be termed “top of 
the funnel goals”. That is, getting more people to see your job vacancies. 
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What Channels Should You Be Using?
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Social Media

Social media is an example of a channel which has more long term benefits 
than short term - people are unlikely to apply for a job with you based of a 
tweet. But considering the long term, social media can be a brilliant 
showcase for your employer brand.

The maxim that “people buy from people” is definitely true, as is its sister 
maxim that “people work for people”. If you want potential applicants to get 
an impression of what it’s like to work for your company, then social media 
is a great place to display what makes your company so great. 

Also, if you encourage your team to share and promote positive content, 
you can help your staff to feel good, bond with each other, and help amplify 
your brand. 

For example, Boots have a dedicated Instagram for jobs where they 
regularly share content about new apprentices, showcasing their staff 
members, and helping create a great community spirit.

In marketing lingo, a channel is simply a medium through which people 
interact with your company. This could be email, your website, online 
advertising or social media to name a few. The challenge for marketers, and 
similarly for you as a recruiter, is working out which channels contribute the 
most to your goals. In the case of recruitment, this means making 
successful hires. 

What complicates this is that not every channel’s effects are easy to 
measure - there is no simple cause and effect in a lot of cases. For 
instance, social media has a longer term benefit of building the brand in 
people’s minds and keeping it front and centre for when that customer 
wants to make a purchase, or when someone is looking for a job. 



Similar to social media, content marketing is another channel that will have 
a greater effect over the long term. Publishing articles that talk about what 
it’s like to work for your company will help people who are considering your 
company to make the jump to actually apply.

But more than this, you can use it to help your SEO. SEO means “search 
engine optimisation” which is the practice of trying to appear nearer the top 
of search engine results. SEO is a complicated topic, and many companies 
have dedicated people to focus on it. That said, knowing a few basics can 
help you to appear more prominently when people are looking for jobs, 
even if you have no experience of SEO. 

The main thing to do is to make sure you are producing content that is 
relevant to a job-seeking audience. Imagine that you were a plumber and 
someone is searching for plumbing jobs in your area of the country. 
Candidates are more likely to find you if you have a lot of content about 
plumbing in the area - perhaps pictures of work you’ve done, advice you 
regularly give to people after you finish a job, and so on. 

You can even try and re-purpose marketing content and adapt it for a 
jobseeking market. McKinsey have done just this, creating “Impact Stories” 
that at first glance seem to be more relevant for potential customers. 
Instead McKinsey have used them of examples of the great work their 
people do. 
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Content Marketing
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Think about terms that people might search and work backwards to create 
the content that fits. Also you should remember that it might take a while for 
you to see the real fruits of your content strategy, which you will need to 
bear in mind as you prioritise different channels.



Compared to written content, videos have been shown to have much more 
impact. In fact, according to Hubspot, 51.9% of marketing professionals 
name video as the content type with the best ROI. They are more 
complicated, and if you don’t have the team, the time or the tools at your 
disposal it’s possible that it’s too much of an investment. 

But if you are looking to take your content to the next level, video content 
where you show what life is like in the company or what a day in the life is 
like for one of your employees will be more engaging to an applicant. 

John Lewis do this well, with videos explaining what they are looking for in 
various roles - such as Selling Assistant, as you can see in the screenshot 
below.
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Video Content
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The key thing to remember with these channels is that by definition it’s 
harder to track successful candidates. That said, by using tools such as 
Google Analytics on your website, you can track how many people are 
looking at content on your site, whether they are visiting your job pages, 
and also where they have come from in the first place. 

If you set this up and track this data, you can start to see over time how 
your interactions start to increase, and see what is having the greatest 
impact on your recruitment funnel.
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Advertising (and Tracking)

Advertising jobs externally has long been core to a recruiter or an 
employer’s tactics, from simply putting a sign in your window, to a sign in 
the post office, or a newspaper advert. As technology has advanced, job 
searching and recruitment advertising has fundamentally changed. Most 
recruiters have a handful of staple job boards and other advertising options 
that they deploy when they have a vacancy. 

But many recruiters we speak to have stuck with the same channels they’ve 
always used, seldom trying new channels. The truth is that many recruiters 
have no tracking of where applicants come from, except relying on 
questions like “Where did you hear about this job?” on applications, which 
are unreliable. 

Moreover, considering the stages of recruitment, many recruiters cannot 
calculate the rate of application-to-hire, or the cost-per-hire associated with 
each channel. Without that, it’s hard to compare different advertising 
channels to work out how you can spend most effectively. 

To take a hypothetical example - imagine you are looking for an 
experienced accountant. You might look to advertise on a general national 
job board, a job board dedicated to accountancy jobs, or your local 
newspaper’s job board. If you are unable to track where the applications 
come from, you can’t tell which is more effective. Depending on your 
business, and depending on the job type, it could vary widely. 

Which would be better for a Norfolk-based accountancy firm?



If you are unable to track these things, and you are using an ATS, you 
should see if they have a solution. Beyond that, look to track applicants 
using Google Analytics or another tool. 

The wider industry is slowly starting to move towards a more traceable, 
measurable model, in much the same way that consumer marketing already 
has. Consider online adverts you see every day on Google, Facebook and 
across the web. The brands who are advertising here are paying every time 
you or someone else sees or clicks on those adverts. They are then able to 
trace back to see which adverts generated the most sales, and which 
channels are most effective. See the example below - this company will be 
tracking how many people click on the advert and end up becoming 
customers, and will adjust investment accordingly.
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A trackable consumer advert. How long before recruitment catches up?

Recruitment is slowly moving in the same direction. Naturally it takes time 
for recruitment to catch up because hiring cycles are so much longer than 
online retail cycles, so it is hard to prove what works quickly. But, more and 
more we’re seeing “performance” based models where what you pay 
depends on how well the adverts perform, rather than a flat fee for all 
adverts. 

The future might even allow employers to go beyond paying for clicks, to 
paying for applications, and perhaps even paying for hires. But all of this 
starts with trying to track all candidates. 



Email marketing is still an effective tool at a marketer’s disposal, and there’s 
no reason why this shouldn’t apply to recruiters - though they may have to 
think a little differently.

Some recruiters will naturally build up a talent pool that they may be able to 
email to fill any vacancies they have, but this is unlikely to regularly be 
successful. If you are in a niche industry, you might know pretty much 
everyone there is to know, but it might be hard to pry them away from their 
current roles. In other industries you run the risk that people on your list 
have moved on to other roles, and your talent pool can dry up pretty quickly.

Finding a partner organisation with a database of candidates to email with 
your job opportunity can be the best solution. Particularly if you can find an 
organisation with a high quantity of local, or industry-specific jobseekers 
that can target people you need. 
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Recruitment by Email
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Here is part of a targeted email that we at Adzuna put together with 
Assurant to help them with their hiring needs.



It’s worth touching briefly on candidate databases, as they are useful places 
when you’re dealing with a few key roles, rather than looking to hire at 
volume. The truth is that there are many places that professional profiles 
can exist outside of the main CV databases, and candidate search tools 
such as LinkedIn.

For specific industries, there are different professional networks where 
people can share their profile and possibly even a portfolio of work, whether 
it’s writing, software development, or graphic design to name a few. This 
means that you can get an understanding of the quality of people’s work, in 
a way that cuts through the fluff of a CV or a more professional profile.

Being able to see a developer’s code on GitHub, or a designer’s portfolio on 
Dribbble, or a social media marketer’s social media presence will let you 
know how this person works. 

A number of solutions are springing up that allow recruiters to merge these 
professional profiles together, so you’re able to look at a glance at 
someone’s work in a holistic manner. 
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Candidate Databases
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This depends on your organisation and your goals as a recruiter. If you are 
part of a large organisation, graduate fairs and other job fairs are 
undoubtedly part of your recruitment strategy, particularly for entry-level 
jobs. Even for smaller organisations there can be merit in finding local 
events and advertising opportunities to raise your profile as a local 
employer. 

With events, you need to consider whether you have enough vacancies to 
show to potential applicants, and if the audience is going to be relevant to 
your industry. It’s definitely not for everyone, but that doesn’t mean it won’t 
be worth trying. 
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Is There A Need For Offline Channels?
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Entering awards for employers is another way to boost your employer brand 
in your industry or your local area. Look for suitable awards you can enter, 
and even if you’re just nominated you can use that to promote your brand.

The important thing to remember is that offline activity is much harder to 
track - unless you keep a record of everyone you meet at an event, or 
unless you are hiring in such low numbers, you will find it hard to track. 
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Depending on your business and your industry, different channels are going 
to have different effects. It’s therefore important that you leave room to 
experiment with different channels and methods of getting applications. 
Getting the mix right for each role, and working out how you can spend your 
money most effectively is an essential skill of marketing. 

Then when new channels and methods pop up, as they inevitably will with 
the rise of artificial intelligence, you may need to devote some time and 
money to experimenting. Having an understanding of the effects that each 
channel has on the recruitment funnel, either by bringing potential 
applicants to your job adverts, or persuading them to apply. 

We’ll be exploring more about how to track and measure success 
throughout the candidate journey in the next whitepaper. For now, it’s 
important simply to question all the channels you use and begin thinking 
about the efficacy of each one to the overall candidate experience. 

To sum up the key channels you should be considering and questioning: 

• Social Media
• Content Marketing
• Video Content
• Online Advertising with Tracking
• Recruitment By Email
• Candidate Databases
• Job Fairs, Events and Offline channels

With all those channels our next whitepaper will explain how you can track 
and optimise throughout the candidate journey. We’ll see you then!

Summary: Leaving Room To Experiment
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Adzuna.co.uk is a search engine for job ads used by over 10 million 
visitors per month that aims to list every job, everywhere. We search 
thousands of websites so our users don’t have to, bringing together 
millions of ads in one place. By providing smarter search options and 
powerful data about the job market, we give jobseekers the information 
they need to take control of their careers.
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